The International Trauma Studies Program is committed to enhancing resilience and coping capacities in individuals, families, and communities that have endured and/or are threatened by traumatic events - domestic and political violence, war and natural disaster. ITSP pursues its mission through providing professional training, conducting innovative research, offering technical assistance to international organizations, and helping build a global learning community in mental health and human rights.

**news:**

- **The Liberians of Staten Island** [New York Voices, WNYC]
- African Refuge - A program for African survivors of torture and refugee trauma
- Liberian asylum-seeker keeps memory of victims alive
- Psychologists & Torture

**programs:**

- Training Program in International Trauma Studies
- REFUGE: Refugee Community Resource Center
- International Collaborations
- Disaster preparedness and response
- Theater Arts Against Political Violence

**students and alumni**

- **PROJECTS:**
  - 2006

- **Seeking Hidden Accounts of Political Violence** [New York Times]